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Abstract 38 

 39 

Loneliness is a public health concern with detrimental effects on physical and mental well-40 

being. Given phenotypical overlaps between loneliness and social anxiety (SA), cognitive-41 

behavioral interventions targeting SA might be adopted to reduce loneliness. However, 42 

whether SA and loneliness share the same underlying neurocognitive mechanisms is still an 43 

elusive question. The current study aimed at investigating to what extent known behavioral 44 

and neural correlates of social avoidance in SA are evident in loneliness. We used a pre-45 

stratified approach involving 42 (21 females) participants with high loneliness (HL) and 40 46 

(20 females) participants with low loneliness (LL) scores. During functional magnetic 47 

resonance imaging, participants completed a social gambling task to measure the subjective 48 

value of engaging in social situations and responses to social feedback. Uni- and multivariate 49 

analyses of behavioral and neural data replicated known task effects. However, although HL 50 

participants showed increased SA, loneliness was associated with a response pattern clearly 51 

distinct from SA. Specifically, contrary to expectations based on SA differences, Bayesian 52 

analyses revealed moderate evidence for equal subjective values of engaging in social 53 

situations and comparable amygdala responses to social decision-making and striatal 54 

responses to positive social feedback in both groups. Moreover, while explorative analyses 55 

revealed reduced pleasantness ratings, increased striatal activity, and decreased striatal-56 

hippocampal connectivity in response to negative computer feedback in HL participants, 57 

these effects were diminished for negative social feedback. Our findings suggest that unlike 58 

SA, loneliness is not associated with withdrawal from social interactions. Thus, established 59 

interventions for SA should be adjusted when targeting loneliness.  60 
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Significance Statement 61 

 62 

Loneliness can cause serious health problems. Adapting well-established cognitive-63 

behavioral therapies targeting social anxiety might be promising to reduce chronic loneliness 64 

given a close link between both constructs. However, a better understanding of behavioral 65 

and neurobiological factors associated with loneliness is needed to identify which specific 66 

mechanisms of social anxiety are shared by lonely individuals. We found that lonely 67 

individuals show a consistently distinct pattern of behavioral and neural responsiveness to 68 

social decision-making and social feedback compared to previous findings for social anxiety. 69 

Our results indicate that loneliness is associated with a biased emotional reactivity to 70 

negative events rather than social avoidance. Our findings thus emphasize the 71 

distinctiveness of loneliness from social anxiety and the need for adjusted psychotherapeutic 72 

protocols. 73 

74 
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Introduction 75 

 76 

Loneliness is a painful condition with detrimental effects on mental and physical health 77 

(Quadt et al., 2020). As such, loneliness has been identified as a risk factor for premature 78 

mortality comparable with smoking or obesity (Holt-Lunstad et al., 2010). Consequently, 79 

loneliness has come into focus of politics and clinicians as a major public health concern with 80 

high economic costs for society (Jeste et al., 2020; Mihalopoulos et al., 2020). With social 81 

distancing measures in most countries around the world, COVID-19 is expected to have vast 82 

impact on physical and mental health, particularly in people inflicted by poor resilience to 83 

social adversity due to pre-existing low levels of social integration (Galea et al., 2020; 84 

Vindegaard & Benros, 2020), emphasizing the urgent need of interventions to target 85 

loneliness. Adjusting established cognitive-behavioral therapies targeting related 86 

psychopathology such as depression or social anxiety (SA) (Heinrich & Gullone, 2006) 87 

seems promising to accelerate the development of treatments to reduce loneliness. 88 

However, previous studies indicated that loneliness and depression are distinct constructs 89 

based on unique neurobiological mechanisms (Cacioppo et al., 2010; Shao et al., 2019). 90 

Conversely, it is still unclear whether loneliness shares neurobiological substrates with SA, 91 

which would allow rapid co-optations of psychotherapeutic protocols. 92 

Recent findings highlight close links between loneliness and SA symptoms (Bruce et al., 93 

2019; Maes et al., 2019) and identified SA as predictor for future loneliness (Lim et al., 2016; 94 

Danneel et al., 2019). For instance, SA was found to be consistently associated with social 95 

isolation, lower perceived social support, and poor friendship quality, resulting in decreased 96 

relationship satisfaction which is a key feature of loneliness (Peplau & Caldwell, 1978; Teo et 97 

al., 2013; Porter & Chambless, 2014; Rapee et al., 2015; Rodebaugh et al., 2015). Likewise, 98 

the avoidance of social situations is known to be a core mechanism of SA and although 99 
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loneliness might have evolved as a motivation to reconnect with others, social avoidance is 100 

also hypothesized to be preferred by lonely individuals (Cacioppo & Cacioppo, 2018). 101 

Existing SA intervention programs are often based on cognitive models of SA (Clark & Wells, 102 

1995), which posit an exaggerated fear of evaluation as a core etiological mechanism of 103 

psychopathology. Indeed, current neurocircuitry models of SA disorder emphasize amygdala 104 

hyperreactivity to social stimuli (Etkin & Wager, 2007; Bruhl et al., 2014). Conversely, the 105 

neural responsiveness to social rewards seems to be reduced in individuals with SA (Richey 106 

et al., 2017; Schultz et al., 2019), potentially resulting in reduced positive affect in response 107 

to social interactions (Kashdan & Collins, 2010). Similarly, lonely individuals exhibit 108 

attenuated responsiveness to positive social interactions (Lieberz et al., 2021) and 109 

preliminary evidence indicates that alterations in amygdala structure and function are 110 

associated with loneliness (for a comprehensive review of neurobiological correlates of 111 

loneliness, see Lam et al. (2021)).  112 

The current study therefore aims at examining whether mechanisms underlying SA could 113 

also underlie loneliness. We recruited a pre-stratified sample of 42 healthy participants with 114 

high (high-lonely, HL) and 40 participants with low (low-lonely, LL) loneliness scores. During 115 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), the participants completed a social gambling 116 

task as used by Schultz et al. (2019) to measure the behavioral and neural responsiveness 117 

to social decision-making and social feedback. Given the intertwined phenotype of SA and 118 

loneliness, we hypothesized that lonely individuals would show increased SA 119 

symptomatology and in turn behavioral and neural response patterns associated with social 120 

avoidance (cf. Schultz et al. (2019)). Specifically, we hypothesized decreased subjective 121 

values of engaging in social situations, increased amygdala activation during social decision-122 

making and social feedback, and decreased reward-associated responses of the nucleus 123 

accumbens (NAcc) to positive social feedback in lonely participants. Moreover, we explored 124 

distinct behavioral and neural response patterns in loneliness that have not been previously 125 
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found to be associated with SA (i.e., responsiveness to negative social feedback). We 126 

controlled for the influence of SA and further potential confounding variables for all observed 127 

correlates of loneliness.  128 
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Materials and Methods 129 

 130 

Participants  131 

We recruited a sample of 82 (out of a stratified sample of 3678 adults; 41 females, mean age 132 

± standard deviation (SD): 26.83 ± 7.47 years, see Lieberz et al. (2021)) pre-stratified healthy 133 

HL (n = 42) and LL volunteers (n = 40) as assessed by the revised version of the UCLA 134 

loneliness scale (UCLA-L, Russell et al. (1980)). HL Participants were characterized by 135 

UCLA-L scores of 50 or above (i.e., at least one standard deviation above the mean score of 136 

students, cf. Russell et al. (1980)), while LL participants were characterized by scores of 25 137 

or below (i.e., at least one standard deviation below the mean score of young adults). All 138 

participants fulfilled the following inclusion criteria: aged 18-65, no current physical or 139 

psychiatric disorder as assessed via self-disclosure and by the Mini-International 140 

Neuropsychiatric Interview (Sheehan et al., 1998), no psychotherapy, no current 141 

psychotropic medication, no illicit drug use in the previous four weeks, right-handed, eligibility 142 

for MRI scanning. The sample size was based on an a-priori power analysis (cf. Lieberz et al. 143 

(2021)). The analysis using G*Power 3 (Faul et al., 2007) indicated that at least 71 144 

participants were needed to reliably replicate a previously reported loneliness effect on 145 

ventral striatum/amygdala activity (Cacioppo et al., 2009) with a power of 0.99 (α = 0.05). To 146 

account for possible missing data and drop-outs, we planned to test at least 80 participants, 147 

resulting in the final sample size of 82 participants. For a comprehensive description of the 148 

pre-stratification approach, see Lieberz et al. (2021). 149 

All participants gave written informed consent. The study was approved by the institutional 150 

review board of the Medical Faculty of the University of Bonn (study number 016/18) and 151 

conducted in accordance with the latest revision of the Declaration of Helsinki. 152 

 153 
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 154 

Experimental design and statistical analyses 155 

Following the screening of inclusion criteria, participants completed a virtual auction task to 156 

measure the individual monetary value associated with receiving positive or avoiding 157 

negative social feedback. To further measure the participants’ subjective value of engaging 158 

in social situations, participants competed a social gambling task (cf. Schultz et al. (2019)) 159 

during a separate test session and repeated the task during fMRI on the same day. Data 160 

collection was completed before the start of the COVID-19 pandemic. The analysis plan was 161 

preregistered prior to conducting any analyses (https://osf.io/x47ke). All data used in this 162 

study are openly available (https://osf.io/p6jxk/ and 163 

https://neurovault.org/collections/VNYRMORR/). 164 

 165 

Social gambling task 166 

Each trial of the social gambling task consisted of a decision and a feedback stage (see Fig. 167 

1). During the decision phase, participants could choose a risky (a dice game with a virtual 168 

human or computer partner with equiprobable outcomes of 3 or 0 €) or a safe option (a fixed 169 

payoff ranging from 0 to 3 € in steps of 50 cents) with no imposed time limit. Human partners 170 

were indicated by the name and picture of one out of four partners while the computer control 171 

condition was indicated by a picture of a computer. If participants chose the risky option, 172 

either a positive or a negative feedback video of the partner (human or computer) was shown 173 

(feedback phase), depending on the outcome of the trial (win or loss). As such, the human 174 

feedback video displayed the virtual human partner expressing either admiration or 175 

condescension. All human pictures and videos were taken from a validated database 176 

(Kaulard et al., 2012). In the computer control condition, the feedback was given by a video 177 

of a checkmark (participant won) or a cross (participant lost). Each feedback video was 178 
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presented two times in immediate succession. If participants chose the safe option, a 179 

sentence confirmed the payoff. Each human partner was paired twice with each possible 180 

amount of money offered as alternative for the risky option, resulting in 56 trials. Likewise, 181 

participants completed 56 trials of the control condition. After finishing the task, participants 182 

rated the pleasantness of each positive and negative feedback video on a visual analogue 183 

scale ranging from 0 (“not pleasant at all”) to 100 (“very pleasant”). Moreover, for each 184 

participant, individual certainty equivalents of the risky option (termed CE50), i.e., the certain 185 

payoff for which a participant would be indifferent between the risky and safe options (i.e., 186 

they would choose each option with equal probability), were estimated separately for the 187 

computer and the human partners by fitting participants’ choices as a function of the 188 

difference between the expected values of the safe and risky options with a cumulative 189 

Gaussian function. CE20 and CE80, i.e., certain payoffs associated with choosing the safe 190 

option with respectively 20 % and 80 % probability, were similarly estimated. The subjective 191 

value of engaging in social situations was defined as the individual difference between the 192 

estimated CE50 for human partners compared to the computer partner.  193 

The task was repeated during fMRI with the following adjustments: the partner for each trial 194 

(one of four human partners or the computer) was chosen randomly and indicated by the 195 

name of the partner (no face was shown at this stage) or the word “computer”. Furthermore, 196 

the fixed payoff offered in the safe option varied randomly between the three individually 197 

determined values CE20, CE50, and CE80. Using individualized payoffs as a safe alternative 198 

enabled us to equate the number of risky and safe choices across participants. Participants 199 

responded with their index fingers using an MRI-compatible response grip system 200 

(NordicNeuroLab AS, Bergen, Norway). The position of the risky option (left or right on the 201 

screen) was counterbalanced across trials. All human partners were presented in 202 

combination with each of the three CE values twice, resulting in 24 human trials and 24 203 

computer trials per run. The feedback video was presented two times during a fixed time 204 

interval of 2.6 seconds. The temporal intervals between the decision and outcome stages 205 
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and the inter-stimulus intervals between trials varied from 2 to 11 seconds with a descending 206 

probability. All participants completed two runs. Participants received the obtained money 207 

from one randomly chosen trial per run. To summarize, this task allowed us to obtain an 208 

experimental measure of social avoidance behavior (specifically, the difference in subjective 209 

values between engaging in an interaction with a person or a computer) and its associated 210 

neural signal (amygdala hyperactivity during social decision-making, amygdala 211 

hypersensitivity to human feedback, and reduced reward-associated brain activity in 212 

response to positive human feedback). Thus, the task enabled us to concurrently explore 213 

behavioral and neural response patterns associated with social avoidance and social 214 

feedback processing as core mechanisms underlying the persistence of SA. 215 

 216 

Virtual auction task 217 

We further measured the individual monetary value associated with receiving positive or 218 

avoiding negative social feedback during a virtual auction task. Specifically, participants were 219 

informed that they were participating in a virtual auction against the computer using a 220 

random algorithm to invest money. In each trial, a picture of one of six actors indicated which 221 

feedback video was being auctioned. The same actors and videos as included in the social 222 

gambling task were used plus two additional actors from the same database (see above). In 223 

each trial, participants were asked with no imposed time limit to invest any amount of money 224 

between 0 € and 1 € at their disposal (in increments of 5 cents) to (1) increase the probability 225 

of watching a positive social feedback video or (2) to decrease the probability of watching a 226 

negative social feedback video. There were six trials in the positive and six trials in the 227 

negative feedback conditions. After completion of all trials, one trial was chosen randomly 228 

and the invested money was compared to a randomly selected amount representing the 229 

money invested by the computer. The player (participant or computer) who invested more 230 

money won the auction, received the outcome of the trial and kept the remaining money (1 € 231 
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minus the invested money). As the investments of the computer were based on uniformly 232 

distributed random investments between 0 € and 1 €, each cent invested by the participant 233 

corresponded to a probability change of 1% to win the auction. In the positive feedback 234 

condition, a positive social feedback video (expressing admiration) was presented if the 235 

participant won the auction, while no video was presented if the participant lost. In the 236 

negative feedback condition, a negative social feedback video (expressing condescension) 237 

was presented if the participant lost and no video was shown if the participant won. If the 238 

participants lost, they kept 1 €, irrespective of the invested money. The feedback videos were 239 

repeated until the participants pressed any key. Notably, winning the auction was associated 240 

with a smaller monetary payout than losing the auction. This way, the virtual auction task 241 

enabled us to explore whether receiving positive social feedback or avoiding negative 242 

feedback would be worth a higher monetary loss for HL compared to LL participants. 243 

 244 

fMRI data acquisition and preprocessing 245 

All fMRI data were acquired using a 3T Siemens TRIO MRI system (Siemens AG, Erlangen, 246 

Germany) with a Siemens 32-channel head coil. Functional data of the social gambling task 247 

were acquired using a T2*-weighted echoplanar (EPI) sequence with a repetition time (TR) of 248 

2500 ms, an echo time (TE) of 30 ms, ascending slicing, a matrix size of 96 x 96, 37 axial 249 

slices with a voxel size of 2 x 2 x 3 mm³ and a slice thickness of 3.0 mm, a distance factor of 250 

10 %, a field of view (FoV) of 192 x 192 mm2, and a flip angle of 90°. High-resolution T1-251 

weighted structural images were collected on the same scanner (TR = 1660 ms, TE = 2.54 252 

ms, matrix size: 256 x 256, voxel size: 0.8 x 0.8 x 0.8 mm³, slice thickness = 0.8 mm, FoV = 253 

256 x 256 mm², flip angle = 9°, 208 sagittal slices). To control for inhomogeneity of the 254 

magnetic field, fieldmaps were obtained for the T2*-weighted EPI sequence (TR = 392 ms, 255 

TE [1] = 4.92, TE [2] = 7.38, matrix size: 64 x 64, voxel size: 3 x 3 x 3, slice thickness = 3.0 256 

mm, distance factor = 10 %, FoV = 192 x 192 mm², flip angle 60°, 37 axial slices). For 257 
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preprocessing, standard procedures of SPM12 (Wellcome Trust Center for Neuroimaging, 258 

London, UK; https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) implemented in Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., 259 

Natick, MA) were used. The first five volumes of each functional time series were removed to 260 

allow for T1 signal equilibration before affine registration was used to correct for head 261 

movements between scans. Images were initially realigned to the first image of the time 262 

series and then re-realigned to the mean of all images. For unwarping, the voxel 263 

displacement map (VDM file) was applied to the EPI time series to correct for signal 264 

distortion based on B0-field inhomogeneity. Normalization parameters as determined by 265 

segmentation and non-linear warping of the structural scan to reference tissue probability 266 

maps in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space were applied to all functional images. All 267 

images were resampled at 2 x 2 x 2 mm3 voxel space and spatially smoothed by using a 6-268 

mm full width half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. A high-pass filter with a cut-off period 269 

of 128 s was used to detrend raw time series. 270 

 271 

Behavioral data analysis 272 

Behavioral data were analyzed in SPSS 24 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY). Specifically, to analyze 273 

the social gambling task, we calculated mixed-design analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with 274 

the estimated CE50 values, the proportion of safe decisions during the behavioral and the 275 

fMRI task, and the pleasantness ratings of the feedback videos as dependent variables. For 276 

all analyses, group (HL vs. LL) served as between-subject factor and the partner condition 277 

(human vs. computer) was included as within-subject factor. Offered payoffs as safe option 278 

were further included as within-subject factor for the behavioral task (0 € to 3 € in steps of 50 279 

cents) and the fMRI task (CE20, CE50, CE80) to analyze the proportion of safe decisions, 280 

whereas the analysis of the pleasantness ratings of the feedback videos included the 281 

additional within-subject factor feedback valence (positive vs. negative feedback). For task 282 

validation, we first tested whether differences between participant groups replicated the SA 283 
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effects reported by Schultz et al. (2019). Thus, we examined whether increasing safe option 284 

payoffs were associated with increased proportions of safe decisions in both behavior and 285 

fMRI tasks (main effect of payoff), and whether positive feedback was rated as more 286 

pleasant compared to negative feedback (main effect of feedback valence). Moreover, we 287 

tested whether we could replicate the previously observed negative association between SA 288 

(measured by the Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale, LSAS (Liebowitz, 1987)) and social 289 

engagement in participants unaffected by loneliness, i.e., the LL group. We then examined 290 

the hypothesized effects of loneliness on the subjective value of engaging in social situations 291 

and explored loneliness effects on the pleasantness ratings of the feedback videos. 292 

For the analysis of the virtual auction task, effects of the valence (positive vs. negative video) 293 

and group were included as within- and between-subject factors, respectively, in a mixed-294 

design ANOVA with invested money serving as dependent variable. Greenhouse-Geisser 295 

corrections were applied in cases of violated assumptions of sphericity as tested by 296 

Mauchly’s test. All post-hoc t-tests to disentangle interactions were Bonferroni-corrected 297 

(Pcor). P-values < 0.05 (two-tailed) were considered significant. 298 

 299 

fMRI data analysis 300 

To analyze the fMRI data, we used a two-stage approach as implemented in SPM12. On the 301 

first level, data were modeled using a fixed-effects model. Onsets and durations of eight 302 

conditions (‘risky decision computer’, ‘safe decision computer’, ‘risky decision human’, ‘safe 303 

decision human’, ‘positive computer feedback, ‘negative computer feedback’, ‘positive 304 

human feedback’, ‘negative human feedback’) were modeled by a stick function convolved 305 

with a hemodynamic response function (HRF). Although individual CE values were used 306 

during the fMRI task to equalize the number of trials of each condition between both runs, the 307 

decisions of the participants and thereby the resulting number of trials of one condition still 308 
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differed between runs to varying degrees. We thus decided to concatenate time series of 309 

both runs (cf. Cho et al. (2020)). Baseline regressors were added for each run, and the high-310 

pass filter and temporal non-sphericity estimates were adjusted separately for each run. The 311 

six movement parameters were included in the design matrix as regressors of no interest. 312 

Within-subject contrasts of interest were calculated on the first level and entered to a 313 

random-effects model on the second level. For task validation, one-sample t-tests were 314 

calculated across groups (i.e., decision human > decision computer, risky decision human > 315 

risky decision computer, safe decision human > safe decision computer, human feedback > 316 

computer feedback, positive feedback > negative feedback). Furthermore, whole-brain task 317 

effects (e.g., decision human > decision computer) were analyzed across groups after 318 

applying an initial cluster-forming height threshold of P < 0.001. Additional whole-brain 319 

analyses were calculated to examine neural responses during decision-making (risky 320 

decision vs. safe decision) and feedback processing (positive vs. negative human feedback) 321 

in the social gambling task. To further validate whether the previously observed association 322 

between SA and increased amygdala activation during social decision-making (risky decision 323 

human > safe decision human and risky decision human > risky decision computer) and 324 

while receiving human feedback (human feedback > computer feedback) could be replicated 325 

in our sample, we extracted parameter estimates of the anatomically-defined amygdala for 326 

these contrasts and correlated the averaged activity across voxels with SA scores. Likewise, 327 

we analyzed the association between SA and increased NAcc response to positive human 328 

compared to positive computer feedback. To ensure that a replication of SA-related findings 329 

was not driven by loneliness, we included only participants of the LL group in this analysis. 330 

We then assessed group-specific response patterns by calculating two-sample t-tests. 331 

Specifically, to probe the hypothesis of increased amygdala activation during social decision-332 

making in HL participants, we compared brain activity during risky decisions involving a 333 

human partner between groups (i.e., HL risky decision human > safe decision human > LL risky decision human > safe 334 

decision human, HL risky decision human > risky decision computer > LL risky decision human > risky decision computer). Likewise, 335 
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the hypothesized increased amygdala responsiveness to human feedback (HL human feedback > 336 

computer feedback > LL human feedback > computer feedback) and reduced NAcc reactivity to positive human 337 

feedback (LL positive human feedback > positive computer feedback > HL positive human feedback > positive computer feedback) 338 

were tested. As the behavioral data indicated an altered responsiveness to negative human 339 

feedback (see behavioral results), we explored group differences in response to negative 340 

human feedback (HL negative human feedback > negative computer feedback > LL negative human feedback > negative 341 

computer feedback). These contrasts were also calculated in the opposite direction (e.g., LL risky 342 

decision human > risky decision computer > HL risky decision human > risky decision computer). The amygdala and NAcc 343 

were anatomically defined according to the Wake Forest University PickAtlas (Maldjian et al., 344 

2003; Maldjian et al., 2004). P-values < 0.05 after familywise error correction for multiple 345 

testing (PFWE) based on the size of the respective region of interest were considered 346 

significant. Additional explorative whole-brain analyses were calculated to compare brain 347 

activation between groups for the contrasts of interest. Parameter estimates of clusters 348 

showing significant group effects were extracted and further analyzed in SPSS 24 to 349 

disentangle the group x task condition interaction. Behavioral group effects were correlated 350 

with parameter estimates of neural group effects by calculating Pearson’s product-moment 351 

correlations. Five participants were excluded from fMRI analyses due to excessive head 352 

movement (> 4 mm/° in any direction; n = 2), anatomical abnormalities (n = 1), technical 353 

issues (n = 1), or incomplete data (n = 1). Furthermore, three participants were excluded 354 

from analyses of the decision stage as they always chose the risky option for at least one of 355 

the partners, while one participant was excluded from analyses of the feedback stage 356 

because no positive human feedback was shown during both runs. 357 

 358 

Multivariate pattern analysis 359 

We conducted a multivariate pattern analysis using the Decoding Toolbox (Hebart et al., 360 

2014) as further task validation and to probe the replicability of the previous finding that 361 
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decisions of the participants could be decoded from amygdala activation (cf. Schultz et al. 362 

(2019)). Notably, rather than re-analyzing the involvement of the amygdala in social decision-363 

making as examined by the univariate task validation, the multivariate pattern analysis was 364 

used to verify the involvement of the amygdala in decision-making processes irrespective of 365 

the specific partner (human or computer). For the decoding analysis, we used non-366 

normalized and unsmoothed data of each participant and included the same conditions and 367 

regressors as outlined above in the single-subject fixed-effects models separately for both 368 

runs. The participants’ decisions (risky or safe decision) were used as independent variables 369 

and parameter estimates of the corresponding first level regressors were used as features. 370 

Using the default parameters of the Decoding Toolbox, we ran a classification searchlight 371 

analysis with a 9-mm searchlight radius and trained a support vector machine classifier 372 

(LIBSVM) on the data of one run to decode the decision to play or to choose the safe option. 373 

The decoding accuracy was tested on the data of the other run and the resulting individual 374 

accuracy maps minus chance (chance = 50 % accuracy) were normalized to MNI space and 375 

smoothed using a 6-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. Maps of accuracy minus chance decoding 376 

performance were then entered into a random-effect model on the second level and tested 377 

against 0 by calculating a one-sample t-test across groups. Familywise error (FWE) 378 

correction was applied based on the size of the anatomically defined amygdala (cf. Schultz et 379 

al. (2019)). Furthermore, we explored whether the amygdala activation-based decision 380 

decoding accuracy during general decision-making (i.e., across human and computer 381 

partners) differed between groups by calculating a two-sample t-test.  382 

 383 

Functional connectivity analyses 384 

Given that social decision-making and the processing of social rewards rely on complex 385 

neural networks rather than on single brain regions (Ruff & Fehr, 2014) and given previously 386 

reported associations between SA and altered functional connectivity between the involved 387 
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brain regions (i.e., amygdala or NAcc) and other brain regions (Schultz et al., 2019), we 388 

searched for loneliness-related changes in functional connectivity with the same seed 389 

regions (amygdala or NAcc) and other brain regions. Contrasts revealing significant group 390 

effects in the univariate activity analyses (see above) were thus examined by exploratory 391 

generalized psychophysiological interaction (gPPI) analyses using the CONN toolbox 19.b 392 

(www.nitrc.org/projects/conn, RRID:SCR_009550). Following the recommendations of the 393 

CONN toolbox, preprocessing for the gPPI analyses additionally included a denoising 394 

pipeline. Outlier scans were detected by the integrated artefact detection toolbox-based 395 

identification using conservative settings (i.e., thresholds of 0.5 mm frame wise displacement 396 

and 3 SD above global BOLD signal changes were used) and treated as regressors of no 397 

interest in the following analyses. The default denoising pipeline implemented a linear 398 

regression of confounding effects of the first five principal noise components from white 399 

matter and cerebrospinal fluid template masks, 12 motion parameters, scrubbing, and 400 

constant task-related effects. A high-pass filter of 0.008 Hz was applied to minimize the 401 

effects of physiological and motion related noise. Regions associated with group effects 402 

(amygdala or NAcc) served as seed regions in a seed-to-voxel analysis. The interaction 403 

terms of the psychological (task conditions convolved with a canonical HRF) and the 404 

physiological factor (blood oxygenation level dependent signal) were computed for each 405 

participant on the first level. The relative measure of connectivity compared to the implicit 406 

baseline was calculated by using bivariate regression measures. Connectivity was compared 407 

between groups on the second level by using mixed-design ANOVAs.  408 

 409 

Bayesian analyses 410 

The main purpose of the current study was to investigate whether HL participants differ from 411 

LL participants in variables associated with core etiological mechanisms of SA. While 412 

frequentist analyses allow to interpret the significance of an observed group difference, a 413 
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non-significant result cannot be interpreted as evidence for the equivalence of groups 414 

(Keysers et al., 2020). However, evidence for comparable neural responses to social stimuli 415 

and during social decision-making in HL and LL participants would have important clinical 416 

implications as this would indicate that loneliness is not associated with neurobiological 417 

mechanisms of SA which are the targets of cognitive-behavioral therapy manuals. 418 

Importantly, Bayesian analyses are able to distinguish between the absence of evidence 419 

(i.e., more data are needed to interpret the results) and evidence for the absence of an effect 420 

and are thus recommended to complement frequentist analyses (Keysers et al., 2020). 421 

Therefore, for all hypothesized differences between HL and LL participants that could not be 422 

confirmed by classical inference analyses, Bayesian t-tests were conducted to quantify the 423 

evidence for the null hypotheses (i.e., HL participants do not differ from LL participants) using 424 

the default settings for two-tailed independent t-tests implemented in JASP (JASP Team, 425 

2020). Specifically, group differences in the subjective value of engaging in social situations 426 

during the social gambling task (i.e., the individual CE50 for human partners minus CE50 for 427 

the computer partner) and pleasantness ratings of positive human feedback (minus the 428 

ratings of positive computer feedback) were re-analyzed by calculating Bayesian t-tests. 429 

Moreover, as we expected HL participants to differ from LL participants regarding amygdala 430 

responsiveness to risky decisions involving a human partner, parameter estimates of the 431 

anatomically-defined amygdala response during the decision stage were averaged across all 432 

voxels and re-analyzed to quantify evidence of differences between groups for the following 433 

contrasts of interest: risky decision human > risky decision computer and risky decision 434 

human > safe decision human. Likewise, parameter estimates of activation during the 435 

feedback stage were extracted from the amygdala to re-analyze responsiveness to human 436 

feedback (compared to computer feedback). To re-analyze reward-associated brain activity 437 

in response to positive human feedback (compared to computer feedback), parameter 438 

estimates were extracted from the NAcc. 439 

 440 
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Mediation and moderation analyses 441 

For variables that were found to be associated with SA in the LL group, we calculated 442 

moderation analyses to investigate whether group (HL vs. LL) moderated the size of SA 443 

effects. A significant interaction between group and SA would thus indicate that the 444 

association between SA and the dependent variable would differ between HL and LL 445 

participants. Moderation analyses were calculated for amygdala activation during social 446 

decision-making (risky decision human > safe decision human and risky decision human > 447 

risky decision computer) and for the subjective values of engaging in social situations as 448 

dependent variables, SA scores as independent variable, and group as moderator. Again, 449 

parameter estimates were averaged across all voxels of the anatomical amygdala. 450 

Likewise, we conducted moderation analyses to examine whether the differences in negative 451 

feedback processing between HL and LL participants differed as a function of SA (i.e., 452 

whether the associations between loneliness and the dependent variables were weakened or 453 

enhanced for participants with high SA scores). Thus, group (HL or LL) was used as 454 

independent variable to analyze those dependent variables that showed differences between 455 

groups, and SA was included as moderator variable. In addition to the investigation of 456 

interaction effects between group and SA, we examined whether the observed differences 457 

between HL and LL participants could be explained by increased SA in HL participants. 458 

Therefore, mediation analyses were calculated with group serving as independent variable 459 

and SA serving as mediator. 460 

To examine the influence of further possible confounding variables on significant group 461 

effects (i.e., depressive symptomatology assessed by the Beck’s Depression Inventory II, 462 

BDI (Beck et al., 1996) and childhood maltreatment assessed by the Childhood Trauma 463 

Questionnaire, CTQ (Bernstein et al., 1994)), we calculated mediation and moderation 464 

analyses using the PROCESS macro v3.4 for SPSS (Hayes, 2017). BDI and CTQ scores 465 

were used as mediator and moderator variables and group as predictor variable. Again, 466 
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mediation analyses were calculated to examine whether observed differences between 467 

groups might be driven by differences in psychiatric symptomatology, whereas moderation 468 

analyses were conducted to investigate a potential interaction of loneliness (HL vs. LL) with 469 

the moderation variable. For mediation analyses, 10,000 bootstrap samples were used. 470 

Variables were mean-centered before calculating moderation analyses. Mediations were 471 

considered significant if the 95 % confidence interval (CI) of an indirect effect excluded zero 472 

while moderations were considered significant if P < 0.05 for the interaction effect of group 473 

with the potential moderator. Moreover, we further examined whether the observed effects of 474 

group remained significant (P < 0.05 for the direct effect of group) after including the potential 475 

confounding variables (SA, BDI, and CTQ scores) as covariates in the regression model to 476 

probe the robustness of the observed explorative loneliness-related findings.  477 
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Results 478 

 479 

Behavioral results 480 

As expected, SA was significantly increased in HL participants (t(67.74) = 3.25, P = 0.002, d 481 

= 0.72; mean LSAS score ± SD in HL: 18.64 ± 15.91, range: 0 to 86; LL: 9.28 ± 9.56, range: 482 

0 to 48; see Lieberz et al. (2021) and Fig. 2A) and task effects of the social gambling task 483 

reported by Schultz et al. (2019) were replicated across groups: the proportion of safe 484 

decisions in the behavioral social gambling task significantly increased with higher payoffs 485 

offered as safe alternative to the risky gambling decision across groups (main effect of 486 

offered payoff: F(2.95,236.14) = 183.77, P < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.70; see Fig. 2B) and was highest 487 

for an offered payoff of 3 € (mean proportion of safe decisions ± SD for an offered payoff of 0 488 

€: 8.16 ± 17.06 %; 0.5 €: 8.38 ± 16.44 %; 1 €: 19.36 ± 28.44 %; 1.5 €: 37.96 ± 36.12 %; 2 €: 489 

76.98 ± 30.70 %; 2.5 €: 84.98 ± 25.85 %; 3€: 88.11 ± 23.48 %). Likewise, the proportion of 490 

safe decisions differed between all three payoffs offered during the fMRI implementation of 491 

the task (main effect of offered payoff: F(2,158) = 185.43, P < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.70; post-hoc 492 

comparisons: CE20 vs. CE50: t(80) = 8.27, Pcor < 0.001, d = 1.08; CE50 vs. CE80: t(80) = 493 

11.02, Pcor < 0.001, d = 1.44; mean proportion of safe decisions ± SD for an offered payoff of 494 

CE20: 12.13 ± 18.91 %; CE50: 41.57 ± 32.27 %; CE80: 82.30 ± 22.69 %). Importantly, as 495 

individual payoffs were calculated for the fMRI task separately for human and computer 496 

partners to equalize the ratio of risky and safe decisions, the likelihood of safe decisions 497 

during fMRI differed neither between partners nor between groups (HL vs. LL) (all main 498 

effects or interactions of the partner condition or group Fs < 1.48, Ps > 0.05). As intended, 499 

positive feedback videos were rated as more pleasant than negative ones (main effect of 500 

feedback valence: F(1,80) = 174.73, P < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.69). SA was indeed negatively 501 

associated with the subjective value of engaging in social situations in the LL group, but the 502 

correlation failed to reach significance (r(38) = -0.22, P = 0.21). 503 
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However, contrary to previously observed effects of SA (Schultz et al., 2019), loneliness (HL 504 

vs. LL) affected neither the subjective value of engaging in social situations during the 505 

behavioral social gambling task nor investments in the virtual auction task (all Ps > 0.05). 506 

Nevertheless, analyses of pleasantness ratings of the feedback videos revealed a significant 507 

interaction of group x partner x feedback valence (F(1,80) = 4.02, P = 0.048, ηp
2 = 0.05). To 508 

disentangle the interaction, we calculated further mixed-design ANOVAs separately for the 509 

positive and negative feedback videos. Surprisingly, no group effects were observed for 510 

positive feedback (all Ps > 0.05), but we found a significant interaction of group x partner for 511 

negative feedback (F(1,80) = 4.34, P = 0.04, ηp
2 = 0.05; see Fig. 2C): HL participants rated 512 

the negative human feedback as more pleasant compared to the negative computer 513 

feedback (t(41) = 2.09, Pcor = 0.09), while LL participants showed the opposite pattern of 514 

ratings (t(39) = -0.82, Pcor = 0.84). Two additional explorative post-hoc tests indicated that HL 515 

participants rated the negative computer feedback as less pleasant compared to LL 516 

participants (HL vs. LL: t(80) = -2.09, Pcor = 0.08; mean pleasantness ratings ± SD in HL 517 

participants: 25.91 ± 22.94; LL: 36.85 ± 24.38), whereas group differences vanished when 518 

negative feedback was provided by a human partner (t(80) = 0.34, Pcor ≈ 1.00; mean 519 

pleasantness ratings± SD in HL participants: 34.77 ± 15.28; LL: 33.68 ± 14.29). 520 

 521 

fMRI results 522 

Multi- and univariate analyses of neural activation across groups replicated all previous task 523 

effects (Schultz et al., 2019). As such, a linear support vector machine classifier based on 524 

amygdala activation was able to decode the decision (risky vs. safe) significantly better than 525 

chance (mean accuracy ± SD = 53.64 ± 9.07 %; 30, -4, ,28, t(73) = 3.45, PFWE = 0.048). 526 

Amygdala activation increased during decisions involving a human partner compared to the 527 

computer partner (right: 22, -6, -12, t(73) = 3.68, PFWE = 0.03; left: -22, -8, -12, t(73) = 4.00, 528 

PFWE = 0.01). Specifically, amygdala activity was enhanced during trials in which participants 529 
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chose the risky option with a human partner compared to the computer partner (right: 22, -6, 530 

-12, t(73) = 4.58, PFWE = 0.002; left: -22, -8, -12, t(73) = 4.23, PFWE = 0.006; see Fig. 3A), 531 

while no differences in amygdala activity between partners were observed for safe decisions. 532 

Moreover, receiving feedback from the human partner activated the amygdala significantly 533 

stronger than computer feedback (right: 22, -6, -14, t(75) = 9.67, PFWE < 0.001, left: -22, -8, -534 

12, t(75) = 9.66, PFWE < 0.001) and NAcc activity was increased in response to positive 535 

feedback compared to negative feedback across partner types (right: 12, 8, -6, t(75) = 6.45, 536 

PFWE < 0.001, left: -14, 10 -10, t(75) = 4.91, PFWE < 0.001). Notably, while we found no 537 

association between SA and feedback processing, we were able to replicate the previously 538 

observed association between SA and amygdala hyperactivity during social decision-making 539 

in the LL group (SA scores correlated with right amygdala activity for risky decision human > 540 

risky decision computer: r(35) = 0.41, P = 0.01; risky decision human > safe decision human: 541 

r(35) = 0.44, P = 0.007).  For whole-brain task effects, see Table 1 and Table 2. 542 

Importantly, however, neither amygdala activation during the decision or feedback stage nor 543 

the accuracy of decoding risky vs. safe decisions based on amygdala activation patterns 544 

significantly differed between HL and LL participants. Conversely, we observed significant 545 

differences in striatal responses to the feedback videos: HL participants showed significantly 546 

smaller NAcc responses to human (vs. computer) feedback than LL individuals (14, 14, -10, 547 

t(74) = 3.07, PFWE = 0.02). Again, the group difference was specific for negative feedback 548 

(14, 14, -10, t(74) = 3.21, PFWE = 0.01; see Fig. 3B), whereas no significant group effects 549 

were observed for responses to positive feedback. Post-hoc tests revealed increased NAcc 550 

responsiveness to negative human feedback compared to the computer feedback in LL 551 

participants (t(36) = 2.59, Pcor = 0.03, d = 0.53), while HL participants exhibited the opposite 552 

response pattern (t(38) = -1.96, Pcor = 0.12). In line with the behavioral results, further 553 

explorative post-hoc tests indicated that group differences were based on a significantly 554 

enhanced NAcc responsiveness to the negative computer feedback in HL participants (HL 555 

vs. LL: t(74) = 2.80, Pcor = 0.01, d = 0.62), whereas group differences showed the opposite 556 
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tendency for responses to negative human feedback (t(74) = -0.98, Pcor = 0.64). No further 557 

group differences in brain activity were observed. 558 

Exploratory gPPI analyses of the negative feedback condition with the NAcc serving as seed 559 

region indicated enhanced functional connectivity of the left NAcc with a cluster including the 560 

hippocampus in HL compared to LL participants (-14, -22, -14, k = 73, t(74) = 5.38, PFWE = 561 

0.049 on cluster level; see Fig. 4). Again, post-hoc tests revealed an opposing pattern 562 

between groups when receiving negative human (vs. computer) feedback: enhanced 563 

connectivity in HL participants (t(38) = 3.06, Pcor = 0.01, d = 0.63) but reduced connectivity in 564 

LL participants (t(36) = -4.93, Pcor < 0.001, d = -1.15). Two further post-hoc comparisons 565 

again revealed differences between groups for negative computer feedback as functional 566 

connectivity was significantly reduced in HL participants (HL vs. LL: t(74) = -4.62, Pcor < 567 

0.001, d = 1.06), whereas the involvement of a human partner reversed this pattern with 568 

significantly increased functional connectivity in HL participants (HL vs. LL: t(74) = 2.40, Pcor 569 

= 0.04, d = 0.55).  Interestingly, NAcc-hippocampus connectivity not only correlated with 570 

NAcc responses to negative human feedback (contrasted with negative computer feedback: 571 

r(74) = -0.33, P = 0.004, i.e., increased connectivity was associated with reduced neural 572 

reactivity), but also with pleasantness ratings of negative feedback videos (r(74) = 0.23, P = 573 

0.04, see Fig. 4). The correlation between NAcc activity and negative feedback ratings was 574 

similar, but failed to reach significance (r(74) = -0.20, P = 0.09).  575 

 576 

Bayesian analyses 577 

Bayesian analyses revealed moderate evidence for the absence of group differences in 578 

variables that have previously been associated with SA (cf. Schultz et al. (2019)), with our 579 

data being at least three times more likely under the null hypothesis (H0: no differences 580 

between groups) than under the alternative hypothesis (HL differ from LL participants in any 581 
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direction). Specifically, Bayesian t-tests revealed moderate evidence that HL participants 582 

indeed did not differ from LL participants regarding the pleasantness ratings of positive 583 

human feedback as our data were found to be almost four times more likely under the H0 584 

than under the alternative hypothesis (Bayes factor (BF10) = 0.25, median effect size = 0.08, 585 

95 % credible interval: [-0.32, 0.49]).  586 

Likewise, Bayesian analyses revealed moderate evidence that groups showed equal reward-587 

associated brain activity in response to positive human feedback (left NAcc: BF10 = 0.25, 588 

median effect size = 0.07, 95 % credible interval: [-0.35, 0.49]; for the right NAcc the 589 

evidence is inconclusive: BF10 = 0.43, median effect size = 0.23, 95 % credible interval: [-590 

0.19, 0.66]) and moderate evidence in favor of the H0 for amygdala reactivity to human 591 

feedback (left: BF10 = 0.24, median effect size = -0.004, 95 % credible interval: [-0.42, 0.41]; 592 

right: BF10 = 0.24, median effect size ≈ 0.00, 95 % credible interval: [-0.42, 0.42]). The same 593 

pattern of results was observed for amygdala activation during the decision stage of the 594 

social gambling task as our data were up to four times more likely under the assumption of 595 

comparable activation between groups (H0) than under the alternative hypothesis (left 596 

amygdala activation for risky decisions with a human partner compared to a computer 597 

partner: BF10 = 0.24, median effect size = 0.03, 95 % credible interval: [-0.39, 0.45]; left 598 

amygdala activation for risky decisions with a human partner contrasted with safe decisions 599 

in trials with a human partner: BF10 = 0.33, median effect size = -0.17, 95 % credible interval: 600 

[-0.61, 0.25]; right: BF10 = 0.24, median effect size = -0.01, 95 % credible interval: [-0.43, 601 

0.41]). For right amygdala activation, there was insufficient evidence to draw a conclusion for 602 

or against the hypothesis that groups exhibit equal responsiveness to risky decisions 603 

involving a human partner (contrasted with the computer; BF10 = 0.50, median effect size = 604 

0.26, 95 % credible interval: [-0.16, 0.70]). However, descriptive analyses revealed an 605 

opposing response pattern in HL participants to what has been expected due to increased 606 

SA symptoms: while LL participants showed slightly enhanced amygdala activation (mean 607 

parameter estimates ± SD: 0.25 ± 1.06), amygdala activation was reduced in HL participants 608 
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(mean parameter estimates ± SD: -0.02 ± 0.68; cf. Fig. 3A). Likewise, no evidence for any of 609 

the hypotheses (null or alternative hypothesis) was observed for the subjective value of 610 

engaging in social situations (BF10 = 0.57, median effect size = -0.29, 95 % credible interval = 611 

[-0.74, 0.15]). Again, descriptive analyses revealed enhanced values of social engagement in 612 

HL compared to LL participants, which is contrary to the previously reported negative 613 

association with SA (see inlay of Fig. 2B and cf. Schultz et al. (2019)).  614 

Regarding the invested money during the virtual auction task, Bayesian analyses provided 615 

moderate evidence for comparable investments between groups to avoid negative human 616 

feedback (BF10 = 0.33, median effect size = 0.17, 95 % credible interval = [-0.23, 0.59]) or to 617 

receive positive human feedback (BF10 = 0.33, median effect size = 0.18, 95 % credible 618 

interval = [-0.23, 0.59]). 619 

 620 

Interactions of loneliness with SA 621 

To summarize, although HL individuals reported higher SA scores, loneliness was not 622 

associated with behavioral and neural correlates which have been previously found to be 623 

affected by SA and which could be partially replicated in LL participants. We thus explored 624 

whether SA-related findings differed significantly between HL and LL participants. Indeed, 625 

moderation analyses revealed that SA-related effects on amygdala activation during social 626 

decision-making were significantly different for HL compared to LL participants (interaction of 627 

SA with group for right amygdala activation during risky decisions with a human partner 628 

compared to safe decisions with a human partner: β = -0.88, t(70) = -3.02, P = 0.004, 95 % 629 

CI: [-1.47, -0.30]; for right amygdala activation during risky decisions with a human partner 630 

compared to risky decisions with the computer partner: β = -0.63, t(70) = -2.16, P = 0.03, 95 631 

% CI: [-1.20, -0.05]; see Fig. 5A and Fig. 5B). As already reported (see fMRI results), SA 632 

was positively associated with the average activation across all voxels of the right amygdala 633 
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for risky decisions involving a human partner (compared to safe decisions involving a human 634 

partner: β = 0.63, P = 0.007, 95 % CI: [0.18, 1.08]; compared to risky decisions involving the 635 

computer: β = 0.69, P = 0.003, 95 % CI: [0.25, 1.14]) in LL participants. Conversely, this 636 

association vanished in the HL group (risky decisions involving a human partner vs. safe 637 

decisions involving a human partner: β = -0.26, P = 0.17, 95 % CI: [-0.63, 0.11]; risky 638 

decisions involving a human partner vs. risky decisions involving a computer partner: β = 639 

0.07, P = 0.72, 95 % CI: [-0.30, 0.43]). Moreover, moderation analyses indicated that the 640 

association of SA with the subjective values of engaging in social situations might be altered 641 

in HL participants (interaction of SA with group: β = 0.57, t(67) = 1.84 P = 0.07, 95 % CI: [-642 

0.05, 1.18]; see Fig. 5C). As such, the reported non-significant negative association of SA 643 

with the social engagement in the LL group (β = -0.17, P = 0.48, 95 % CI: [-0.64, 0.30]; see 644 

also behavioral results) was reversed in the HL group (β = 0.40, P = 0.049, 95 % CI: [0.002, 645 

0.80]). Thus, higher SA symptomatology was significantly associated with increased 646 

subjective values of engaging in social situations for participants suffering from loneliness. 647 

We then probed whether the differences between HL and LL participants were based on 648 

increased SA score in HL participants or whether loneliness effects on the processing of 649 

negative feedback differed for participants with high or low SA scores. Importantly, the 650 

observed effects of loneliness (HL vs. LL) on NAcc responsiveness to negative human 651 

feedback (vs. negative computer feedback) and on the NAcc-hippocampal functional 652 

connectivity while receiving negative feedback remained significant after including SA scores 653 

as covariate in the regression models (Ps < 0.01 for all direct effects of group after including 654 

SA). Furthermore, no significant interactions between group and SA were observed, 655 

indicating that an altered processing of negative feedback in HL participants was not 656 

enhanced or diminished by increased SA symptomatology. Finally, we explored whether the 657 

altered feedback processing in HL participants was driven by increased SA by calculating 658 

mediation analyses with SA scores as potential mediator. Results revealed that none of the 659 

reported group effects was driven by SA. Conversely, analyses showed a significant 660 
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suppressor effect of SA on the relationship between group and NAcc responses (indirect 661 

effect of group on NAcc activity via SA: β = 0.14, SE = 0.10, 95 % CI: [0.005, 0.40]). Thus, 662 

the absolute height of the group effect even increased after including SA as mediator (effect 663 

of group without taking SA into account: β = -0.69, SE = 0.22, 95 % CI: [-1.12, -0.26]; with SA 664 

as mediator: β = -0.83, SE = 0.23, 95 % CI: [-1.28, -0.38]; for NAcc-hippocampal functional 665 

connectivity and pleasantness ratings of negative human vs. computer feedback 95 % CIs 666 

included zero for the SA mediator effect (i.e., the indirect effect of group via SA)). 667 

 668 

Effects of further confounding variables 669 

Groups differed significantly regarding psychiatric symptoms (cf. Lieberz et al. (2021)). In 670 

addition to increased SA symptomatology, HL participants reported more depressive 671 

symptoms (t(50.89) = 4.15, P < 0.001, d = 0.92; mean BDI score ± SD in HL: 6.62 ± 6.76; LL: 672 

2.03 ± 2.31) and more severe childhood maltreatment (t(80) = 2.38, P = 0.02, d = 0.53; mean 673 

CTQ score ± SD in HL: 38.86 ± 10.28; LL: 31.90 ± 15.76). Importantly, as reported for SA, 674 

the observed effects of loneliness (HL vs. LL) on NAcc responsiveness to negative human 675 

feedback remained significant after including the depression or childhood maltreatment as 676 

covariates in the regression models (Ps < 0.01 for all direct effects of group after including 677 

the potential confounding variables). Likewise, loneliness effects on NAcc-hippocampal 678 

functional connectivity while receiving negative human feedback were found to be robust (all 679 

direct effects of group after including the potential confounding variables Ps < 0.0001). 680 

Mediation and moderation analyses indicated that none of the reported group effects was 681 

mediated or moderated by confounding psychiatric symptoms (the 95 % CI of all tested 682 

indirect effects included zero and all interaction effects of group with the potential moderator 683 

P > 0.05).   684 
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Discussion 685 

 686 

The current study sought to investigate shared and distinct behavioral and neural response 687 

patterns underlying SA and loneliness. While we were able to replicate previously reported 688 

task effects and SA-related amygdala hyperactivation during social decision-making (cf. 689 

Schultz et al. (2019)), our results revealed that a previously observed neurocircuitry 690 

underlying avoidance behavior in SA is not evident in lonely individuals. HL participants 691 

differed from LL participants neither in the subjective value of engaging in social situations 692 

nor in neural responses to social decision-making and positive social feedback. Moreover, 693 

the association of SA symptomatology with increased amygdala activation during social 694 

decision-making vanished in HL participants. Conversely, the previously reported positive 695 

association of SA with reduced subjective values of engaging in social situations was even 696 

reversed in HL participants. Further explorative analyses indicated that HL participants 697 

showed an altered responsiveness to negative computer feedback as evident in reduced 698 

pleasantness ratings and increased striatal activity, which was normalized when negative 699 

feedback was provided by a human partner. Moreover, striatal-hippocampal functional 700 

connectivity in HL participants, which was diminished while receiving negative computer 701 

feedback, was significantly increased during negative social feedback. 702 

Our results indicate that neural and behavioral correlates of loneliness differ from a socially 703 

avoidant phenotype associated with SA. Loneliness did not significantly correlate with 704 

behavioral tendencies to withdraw from social interactions in the current study. Human and 705 

animal research have consistently shown that the amygdala is crucially involved in the 706 

processing of threat-related stimuli and hyperactivation of the amygdala is known as a core 707 

mechanism underlying anxiety disorders (Phelps & LeDoux, 2005; Etkin & Wager, 2007). 708 

Moreover, amygdala habituation to threat-related stimuli and amygdala connectivity with 709 

prefrontal regions predict subsequent avoidance behavior (Björkstrand et al., 2020; Lisk et 710 
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al., 2020; Mao et al., 2020). Likewise, we have previously found that amygdala activation 711 

during decisions in the social gambling task increases with SA symptomatology and 712 

negatively correlates with the subjective value to engage in social situations (Schultz et al., 713 

2019). By contrast, the subjective value of engaging in a social situation did not differ 714 

between HL and LL participants and Bayesian analyses revealed evidence for comparable 715 

amygdala activation during the decision and feedback stages. Moreover, the link between 716 

amygdala activation during social decision-making and SA symptoms differed significantly 717 

between HL and LL participants, thus providing further support for the heterogeneity in 718 

clinical phenotypes and underlying biotypes of SA (Spokas & Cardaciotto, 2014; Williams, 719 

2017). In line with our findings, neuroanatomical correlates of social avoidance behavior 720 

were previously found to be unaffected by loneliness (Tian et al., 2016). This notion is 721 

consistent with etiological theories that highlight maladaptive social cognitions in the 722 

development and maintenance of loneliness (Spithoven et al., 2017; Cacioppo & Cacioppo, 723 

2018). Likewise, cognitive-behavioral interventions were found to be more effective in 724 

targeting social biases than social skill trainings (Masi et al., 2011; Veronese et al., 2020). 725 

There is preliminary evidence that established cognitive-behavioral treatments targeting SA 726 

concurrently decrease feelings of loneliness and vice versa (Alfano et al., 2009; Suveg et al., 727 

2017; Haslam et al., 2019; Kall et al., 2021; O’Day et al., 2021), but our findings of distinct 728 

behavioral and neural substrates suggest that loneliness-adjusted protocols might improve 729 

therapeutic outcomes.  730 

Moreover, our explorative results provide new insights into the neural pathways underlying 731 

loneliness. Unexpectedly, striatal activity during negative social feedback was reduced while 732 

pleasantness ratings were increased in HL participants. Notably, activation of the NAcc is 733 

associated with goal-directed approach and avoidance behavior and involved in avoiding 734 

social punishment (Kohls et al., 2013; Damiano et al., 2015; Floresco, 2015). Furthermore, 735 

our results are in line with parcellation studies highlighting specific roles of the ventral-caudal 736 

NAcc shell and the rostral, core-like NAcc. The former has been associated with reward 737 
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anticipation and reward processing, while activation of the latter may also reflect the 738 

processing of negative events (Baliki et al., 2013; Xia et al., 2017; Oldham et al., 2018). 739 

Concordantly, the observed group differences in response to negative feedback were 740 

restricted to rostral, core-like parts of the NAcc, whereas positive feedback activated both 741 

rostral and caudal parts of the NAcc across groups. As HL participants rated the negative 742 

social feedback videos as more pleasant than the negative computer feedback, reduced 743 

core-like NAcc responses to negative social feedback might thus reflect reduced tendencies 744 

to avoid this negative social feedback. Conversely, the opposite pattern of results was 745 

observed for LL participants. Furthermore, the enhanced functional coupling of the NAcc with 746 

a hippocampal cluster that correlated with individual pleasantness ratings is in line with the 747 

involvement of this neural circuit in hedonic processing (Yang et al., 2020) and might reflect 748 

the rewarding experience of a social feedback for socially deprived individuals (Tomova et 749 

al., 2020). As such, our results indicate that HL participants might be more affected by 750 

negative events compared to LL participants. The involvement of another human, however, 751 

might attenuate this bias. Nevertheless, we have recently found a compromised neural 752 

integration of social information in HL participants evident in various brain regions including 753 

the NAcc (Lieberz et al., 2021). Furthermore, loneliness has been associated with a reduced 754 

recognition of negative vocal expressions (Morningstar et al., 2020). Thus, the reduced NAcc 755 

activity might also reflect diminished differentiation between positive and negative feedback, 756 

resulting in a dysregulated reward system responsiveness to negative social stimuli as 757 

observed for the NAcc-hippocampus connectivity. However, inference about cognitive 758 

processes from neural activation should always be drawn with restraint (Poldrack, 2006) and 759 

results regarding biased emotion recognition in loneliness are inconclusive (Spithoven et al., 760 

2017). Future studies are warranted to further investigate the impact of loneliness on the 761 

processing of negative events in general and on the processing of negative social feedback 762 

in particular. For instance, implementing representational similarity analyses and 763 

incorporating multimodal data might help to understand how negative social feedback is 764 
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represented in HL participants, how its processing contributes to future behavior and whether 765 

its neural representation differs from LL individuals or from patients suffering from SA. 766 

Interestingly, differences between HL and LL participants were restricted to behavioral and 767 

neural responses to negative social feedback, whereas Bayesian analyses revealed 768 

evidence for a comparable responsiveness to positive social feedback between groups. 769 

Conversely, SA has been consistently found to affect the processing of social rewards 770 

(Sripada et al., 2013; Richey et al., 2014; Richey et al., 2017; Schultz et al., 2019). Previous 771 

studies point to various negative effects of loneliness on the processing of positive social 772 

interactions (Cacioppo et al., 2009; Silva et al., 2017; Lieberz et al., 2021), but findings about 773 

the association between loneliness and NAcc reactivity to positive social stimuli are mixed. 774 

The involvement of the NAcc in loneliness might be context-dependent, with feelings of 775 

social isolation promoting the hedonic experience of positive social stimuli in an acute stage 776 

(Tomova et al., 2020), which may be different from chronic loneliness (Saporta et al., 2021). 777 

Similarly, lonely individuals might experience a social stimulus as more rewarding only if the 778 

stimulus is already familiar (e.g., a romantic partner and not a stranger (Inagaki et al., 2016)). 779 

Along these lines, a recent study found no relationship of loneliness with striatal 780 

responsiveness to pictures depicting strangers during positive social interactions (D'Agostino 781 

et al., 2018). Nevertheless, in our task design positive feedback was always coupled with 782 

monetary gains. Thus, differences regarding positive social feedback might have been 783 

obfuscated by the rewarding experience of earning money as evident in enhanced striatal 784 

responsiveness to positive feedback, irrespective of the partner providing the feedback. Both 785 

external (e.g., passive viewing vs. being involved in positive social interactions) and internal 786 

factors (e.g., state vs. chronic feelings of social isolation) may influence the association of 787 

loneliness with social reward processing. 788 

Moreover, given the quasi-experimental, cross-sectional design of our study, our findings do 789 

not allow casual inferences about the relationship of loneliness and social feedback 790 
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processing. Additionally, analyses indicate that the observed associations with loneliness 791 

were not driven by psychiatric symptoms that were also more pronounced in HL individuals. 792 

However, our study specifically focused on high-lonely healthy individuals who may 793 

represent a resilient subsample of the population because they did not develop acute 794 

psychiatric disorders. Thus, clinical studies with psychiatric patients are warranted to uncover 795 

the direction of the observed associative relationships and to further disentangle shared and 796 

distinct mechanisms underlying loneliness and psychopathology. Likewise, we cannot 797 

exclude the possibility that the LL group may also represent a special, hyper-social group, 798 

that differs from the average population. Nevertheless, previous studies indicated that the 799 

intensity of loneliness matters mostly for individuals with high loneliness, whereas differences 800 

in the experience of loneliness between low and medium lonely individuals had no effect on 801 

loneliness-related hypervigilance for social threats (Qualter et al., 2013). While it thus seems 802 

unlikely that the inclusion of an intermediate group with average loneliness scores would 803 

change the direction of the observed group differences, it might still be of great interest for 804 

future studies to investigate clinically relevant cutoff points in either direction. This way, 805 

research might help to identify individuals who are at high risk for mental and physical health 806 

problems due to high loneliness and in turn to characterize protective mechanisms of highly 807 

social individuals that might prevent psychiatric disorders. 808 

Collectively, the current results suggest that loneliness and SA are distinct constructs with 809 

specific behavioral and neural substrates. Along these lines, interventions targeting 810 

loneliness-specific cognitive biases may be more effective in reducing loneliness than 811 

cognitive-behavioral therapies focused on reducing avoidance behavior.  812 
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Figure Legends 1022 

  1023 

Fig. 1. Social gambling task. The social gambling task included a human (A) and a 1024 

computer (B) condition and each trial consisted of a decision and a feedback stage. During 1025 

the decision phase, participants could choose a risky or a safe option (a uniformly distributed 1026 

random fixed payoff ranging from 0 to 3 € in steps of 50 cents). If participants chose the risky 1027 

option and won the trial, a positive feedback video of the partner was shown and the 1028 

participant got 3 €. If participants lost the trial, they received no payoff and a negative 1029 

feedback video was presented. The human feedback video displayed the virtual human 1030 

partner expressing either admiration (participants won) or condescension (participant lost). In 1031 

the computer control condition, the feedback was given by a video of a checkmark 1032 

(participant won) or a cross (participant lost). If participants chose the safe option, a sentence 1033 

confirmed the payoff. During functional magnetic resonance imaging, the partner was 1034 

indicated by the name of the virtual human partner or the word “computer” only. (C) The four 1035 

virtual human partners with neutral facial expression. (D) One of the partners with neutral, 1036 

admiring, and condescending facial expressions (left to right). The admiring and 1037 

condescending expressions were presented as videos during the feedback stage. See also 1038 

Figure 1 of Schultz et al. (2019).1039 
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 Fig. 2. Behavioral results of the decision and feedback phase of the social gambling 1040 

task. (A) Participants with a high loneliness score (HL) showed significantly increased social 1041 

anxiety scores as assessed with the Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale. (B) The proportion of 1042 

safe decisions during the social gambling task increased with higher payoffs offered in those 1043 

safe decisions (main effect of offered payoff for the behavioral task: F(2.95,236.14) = 183.77, 1044 

P < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.70; functional magnetic resonance imaging task: F(2,158) = 185.43, P < 1045 

0.001, ηp
2 = 0.70; example data of the behavioral task from one HL participant are 1046 

presented). As presented in the inlay, HL participants did not significantly differ from 1047 

participants with low loneliness scores (LL) with regard to the subjective value of engaging in 1048 

a social situation (i.e., CE50, the payoff offered in the safe option associated with 50% of 1049 

safe decisions; t(47.81) = 1.42, P = 0.16, Bayes factor (BF10) = 0.57). (C) By contrast, groups 1050 

significantly differed in their pleasantness ratings of the negative feedback videos. Compared 1051 

to the negative computer feedback video, HL participants rated the negative human feedback 1052 

video as more pleasant, whereas LL participants showed the opposite pattern of ratings. No 1053 

differences between groups were observed for positive feedback. Each marker in (A) 1054 

represents the mean of 8 trials. Bars represent group means. Error bars indicate standard 1055 

errors of the mean. Abbreviations: n.s., not significant. * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01.  1056 
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Fig. 3. Neural activation during the social gambling task. (A) Amygdala activity was 1057 

significantly enhanced during the decision phase of the social gambling task when 1058 

participants chose the risky option with a human partner compared to the computer partner 1059 

(right: 22, -6, -12, t(73) = 4.58, PFWE = 0.002; left: -22, -8, -12, t(73) = 4.23, PFWE = 0.006). In 1060 

line with the behavioral results, no group differences in neural activity were observed during 1061 

the decision phase. (B) During the feedback stage, participants with high loneliness scores 1062 

(HL) showed attenuated nucleus accumbens (NAcc) responses to negative feedback given 1063 

by human partners compared to the computer partner. In contrast, NAcc reactivity to 1064 

negative human feedback was enhanced compared to computer feedback in participants 1065 

with low loneliness scores (LL). Shaded areas show the standard error of the mean of the 1066 

fitted responses based on the hemodynamic response function. For illustration purpose, 1067 

clusters are shown with significance levels of P < 0.05 uncorrected. Abbreviations: L, left, R, 1068 

right.  1069 
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Fig. 4. Functional connectivity during the social gambling task. Participants with high 1070 

loneliness scores (HL) showed enhanced functional connectivity of the nucleus accumbens 1071 

(blue sphere) with a cluster including the hippocampus while receiving negative human (vs. 1072 

computer) feedback compared to participants with low loneliness scores (LL). Functional 1073 

connectivity positively correlated with the pleasantness ratings of the negative human 1074 

feedback (compared to the negative computer feedback). The dashed line represents the 1075 

95%-confidence interval of the plotted regression line. Bars represent group means. Error 1076 

bars indicate standard errors of the mean. Abbreviations: L, left, R, right. * P < 0.05, *** P < 1077 

0.001.  1078 
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Fig 5. Interactions of loneliness with social anxiety (SA). (A) Moderation analyses 1079 

revealed that the positive association of SA with right amygdala activation during risky social 1080 

decision-making (risky decision human – safe decision human) as observed in participants 1081 

with low loneliness scores (LL; β = 0.63, P = 0.007, 95 % CI: [0.18, 1.08]) was not evident in 1082 

participants with high loneliness scores (HL; β = -0.26, P = 0.17, 95 % CI: [-0.63, 0.11]). (B) 1083 

Likewise, the positive relationship of SA with right amygdala activation during social decision-1084 

making contrasted with risky decisions involving a computer partner vanished in the HL 1085 

group (LL: β = 0.69, P = 0.003, 95 % CI: [0.25, 1.14]; HL: β = 0.07, P = 0.72, 95 % CI: [-0.30, 1086 

0.43]). (C) Moreover, the non-significant negative association of SA with the subjective value 1087 

of engaging in a social situation (i.e., CE50, the payoff offered in the safe option associated 1088 

with 50% of safe decisions) in the LL group (β = -0.17, P = 0.48, 95 % CI: [-0.64, 0.30]) was 1089 

reversed in the HL group (β = 0.40, P = 0.049, 95 % CI: [0.002, 0.80]). Thus, higher SA 1090 

symptomatology was even associated with increased subjective values of engaging in social 1091 

situations for participants suffering from loneliness. The dashed lines represent the 95%-1092 

confidence interval of the plotted regression lines. 1093 
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Table 1. Whole-brain findings during decision-making across groups 

Region Right/left 
Cluster size 

(voxel) 
Peak T 

MNI coordinates 

x y z 

Decision human > decision computer 

Medial orbitofrontal gyri bil. 351 6.28 2 44 -14 

Precuneus bil. 800 6.04 4 -56 28 

Risky decision > safe decision 

Inferior frontal gyrus, triangularis R 2,218 8.77 44 24 24 

Middle occipital gyrus L 588 7.65 -44 -68 4 

Fusiform gyrus L 249 7.29 -22 -80 -8 

Middle temporal gyrus R 452 6.77 42 -58 10 

Lingual gyrus R 595 6.60 4 -80 -4 

Anterior cingulate cortex bil. 331 6.26 8 -14 30 

Precentral gyrus L 557 6.15 -42 -6 48 

Supplementary motor area R 633 6.09 8 8 60 

Supramarginal gyrus R 313 6.07 44 -40 14 

Superior parietal gyrus L 203 5.99 -26 -52 48 

Superior temporal gyrus R 110 5.90 50 -22 -4 

Inferior temporal gyrus L 120 5.73 -40 -44 -14 

Superior occipital gyrus L 220 5.58 -14 -66 38 

Insular cortex L 214 5.47 -30 26 2 

Inferior parietal gyrus R 139 5.28 28 -52 52 
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Risky decision human > risky decision computer 

Superior temporal gyrus R 448 7.60 48 -40 10 

Precuneus bil. 496 6.64 6 -56 28 

Medial orbitofrontal gyri bil. 328 5.79 2 42 -14 

Inferior frontal gyrus, triangularis R 315 5.49 42 16 22 

Notes. Cluster-sizes are based on the initial cluster-forming height threshold of P < 0.001. 

Peak T and MNI coordinates are listed for FWE-corrected Ps < 0.05 on peak level. No 

cluster survived the FWE-correction on the peak level for the safe decision human > safe 

decision computer contrast. Abbreviations: bil., bilateral; L, left; MNI, Montreal Neurological 

Institute; R, right. 
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Table 2. Whole-brain findings during the feedback phase across groups 

Region Right/left 
Cluster size 

(voxel) 
Peak T 

MNI coordinates 

x y z 

Human feedback > computer feedback 

Middle temporal gyrus R 6,837 12.07 54 -40 8 

Calcarine fissure R 141 12.01 22 -94 -2 

Amygdala L 3,273 9.66 -22 -8 -12 

Fusiform gyrus R 361 9.29 40 -48 -16 

Fusiform gyrus L 296 8.44 -38 -48 -20 

Middle occipital gyrus L 32 7.65 -20 -94 -2 

Gyri rectus bil. 295 6.54 6 38 -16 

Inferior occipital gyrus R 42 5.29 44 -76 -6 

Positive feedback > negative feedback  

Inferior occipital gyrus R 341 8.32 26 -92 -2 

Caudate nuclei bil. 2,792 8.10 8 10 -2 

Middle cingulate gyri bil. 2,897 6.80 -2 -34 34 

Inferior occipital gyrus L 101 6.63 -28 -88 -6 

Angular gyrus L 3,721 6.15 -40 -66 46 

Middle frontal gyrus L 2,771 6.11 -30 16 52 

Precentral gyrus R 2,059 5.62 36 -28 62 

Superior frontal gyrus R 722 5.59 20 34 48 

Inferior orbitofrontal gyrus L 55 5.53 -26 30 -16 
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Fusiform gyrus L 229 5.43 -26 -46 -18 

Positive human feedback > negative human feedback 

Caudate nuclei bil. 685 7.52 8 10 -2 

Angular gyrus L 937 6.23 -40 -68 34 

Middle temporal gyrus R 1,487 6.09 56 -36 6 

Middle temporal gyrus L 551 5.63 -58 -42 10 

Middle temporal gyrus L 280 5.47 -48 -70 6 

Precentral gyrus R 1,087 5.31 40 -26 64 

Notes. Cluster-sizes are based on the initial cluster-forming height threshold of P < 0.001. 

Peak T and MNI coordinates are listed for FWE-corrected Ps < 0.05 on peak level. For the 

positive feedback > negative feedback contrast, the nucleus accumbens is included in the 

caudate nuclei cluster. Abbreviations: bil., bilateral; L, left; MNI, Montreal Neurological 

Institute; R, right. 

 

 












